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CITY OF MENIFEE

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Overview

1.2 Purpose

The Multifamily Objective Design Standards have been adopted
by the City of Menifee to evaluate residential development
applications, and provide direction to developers and property
owners on the key design components to streamline the project
approval process. The standards also encourage development
of workforce housing compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood and the overall character of the City of Menifee,
while also ensuring a high level of design quality, and appropriate
site planning.

This document addresses changes in California State laws
by placing an emphasis on standards that provide objective
criteria to be used as the basis for project approval or denial.
Project applications eligible for this process (refer to Section 1.3,
Applicability) shall receive a ministerial, non-subjective review.
These standards have been adopted by the City of Menifee to
comply with California Senate Bill 35 as described below:
Senate Bill (“SB”) 35 Government Code Section 65913.4
SB 35 requires cities and counties to streamline review and
approval of eligible affordable housing projects through a
ministerial process, exempting such projects from environmental
review under the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”).
This process does not allow public hearings to consider the merits
of the project; rather only design review or public oversight
of the development is allowed, which must be objective and
strictly focused on assessing compliance with criteria required
for streamlined projects as well as objective design review of the
project (Section 65913.4(c)(1).
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SB 35 requires the availability of a streamlined ministerial approval
process for multifamily residential developments in jurisdictions
that have not yet made sufficient progress toward meeting their
regional housing need allocation (RHNA) goal for construction of
above-moderate income housing and/or housing for units below
80% area median income (AMI).
As a part of this streamlining process, cities are required to
establish objective design standards for multifamily residential
development. SB 35 defines an objective design standard as
one that involves “no personal or subjective judgment by a public
official and is uniformly verifiable by reference to an external and
uniform benchmark or criterion available and knowable by both the
development applicant…and the public official prior to submittal.”

2

1.3 Applicability
These Design Standards apply to proposals for new multifamily
development within the City of Menifee, except those areas
located within the boundary of a Specific Plan. According to the
parameters set forth by Senate Bill 35, the Streamlined Ministerial
Process shall be available to proposed communities having at
least 10% of units priced to be affordable to households making
at or below 80% of the Average Median Income level (AMI), prior
to calculating any density bonus.
The site must meet the “infill” requirements (SB 35 definition),
and be zoned for residential or mixed-use development. The
applicant must also demonstrate that the site is not within Prime
Farmland, or farmland within statewide importance, wetlands, a
very high fire hazard zone, an earthquake fault zone, special flood
hazard area, protected habitat area, or a conservation easement.

CITY OF MENIFEE, CALIFORNIA

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.4 User Guide
The Standards are structured to create an easily understood
document using accessible language and imagery to streamline
the approval process. A baseline index of quality is established
while creativity is encouraged, and deviations are allowed on a
case by case basis. An overview of the content of each chapter is
included below:

• Chapter 6: Administration. Overview of the approval
process and definition of terms used within the document.
• Appendix A: Adopting Resolutions. The City Council
resolutions adopting the document.

• Chapter 1: Introduction. Overview of the purpose of the
document and applicability of the Standards.
• Chapter 2: Site Design Standards. Standards for
placement of buildings, orientation of entrances, connection
to pedestrian pathways, and placement of parking and trash
enclosures.
• Chapter 3: Architectural Design Standards. Required
elements relating to form and massing, roof design,
windows, colors and materials, and other architectural
features.
• Chapter 4: Architectural Styles. Identification of
architectural elements within six styles: Spanish Colonial,
Tuscan, Craftsman, American Traditional, Contemporary
Farmhouse, and Modern. The essential features of each style
are outlined.
• Chapter 5: Landscape Design Standards. Requirements
for landscape elements, open space, buffer areas, walls and
fencing, as well as lighting and signage.
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2. SITE DESIGN
STANDARDS
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Chapter 2: Site Design Standards

Chapter 2 - Site Design Objectives
2.1 Community Structure
The following community-wide design objectives are consistent
with the City of Menifee General Plan and are elements used to
convey an overall identity. Building and site layouts shall conform
to the City Development Code standards regarding minimum
setbacks, minimum open space requirements, maximum height
requirements, and other city standards, unless specific variances
or minor exception are granted.
• Design Consistency. Provide visual identification as part
of the City of Menifee through complimentary landscaping,
materials, and building forms.

• Pedestrian-Serving. Design for the pedestrian by including
elements such as walkways which minimize crossings,
lighting, street furniture, and trash receptacles to activate
the public and semi-private areas and promote walkability.
Streetscapes form the bulk of community structure, and visually
unite a neighborhood with the larger community by using
elements such as landscaping, signage, street furniture, lighting,
and sidewalks. Streetscape design is to be carefully considered, as
it exerts a strong influence on the experience and perception of a
project. The following Menifee standards pertain to streetscapes:

• Preserve Natural Site Features. Maintain and incorporate
the city’s natural amenities, including its hillsides, indigenous
vegetation, and rock outcroppings, within proposed
projects.
• Clearly Define Public and Private Realm. Provide visual
cues through planting, site planning, signage, fencing,
pavement, and scale that clearly distinguish the public areas
from private and semi-private areas.
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• Visibility Triangles. The areas at the end of private drives
within the visibility triangle area shall adhere to the City of
Menifee Road Improvement Specifications and Standards.
• Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design. A
key method for reducing the incidence of crime and fear of
undue risk is through implementation of crime prevention
through environmental design measures. Surveillance,
access control, territorial reinforcement, and maintenance
are four major design and usage concepts.

5

2.1.1 Monuments
Monuments play a key role in the establishment of placemaking and the
creation of community identity. Community monuments integrate the
site with the surroundings and provide an entry and exit experience that
creates an aesthetic and functional transition with adjacent areas.
Neighborhood monuments shall be similar in style (but smaller in scale)
to either the existing community entry monument or the architectural
style of the area they denote. The following standards pertain to both
neighborhood and community monuments:
• Create an Identity. Community and neighborhood entry
statements shall be provided that create a distinctive image.

Community entry monument example - Plan View

• Placemaking. The identity of new projects shall be strengthened
with entry monuments, street signs, and/or special street trees,
landscaping, and lighting.
• Location. Monuments shall be placed in setbacks, landscaped
entries, or open spaces at principal entries.
• Sight Distances. The design and placement of monuments shall
maintain required sight line distances as required by the City of
Menifee Road Improvement Specifications and Standards.
• Monument Design. Composed of low garden walls designed to
fit into the landscape theme. Entry slopes shall be pulled back from
the corners of the wall with ground cover in front. Landscaping is
required at the base of all monument signs and shall be no less in
area than the square footage of the sign area.
• Theme. The architectural themes of the primary structures shall be
reflected in neighborhood identification monuments.

6

Example of a community entry monument.
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Chapter 2: Site Design Standards

Neighborhood entry monument example - Plan View

Neighborhood entry monument example - Section View

Examples of neighborhood identification monuments.
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• Materials. Entry monuments shall be constructed of stone,
brick, stucco, beams, planks, or similar materials.

2.2 Building Orientation
During the site design process, adjacencies shall be considered
and treated appropriately to maintain the visual cohesiveness of
the area. The following standards shall apply:

• Observe Buffers. Require setbacks and other design
elements to buffer residential units to the extent possible
from the impacts of abutting roadway, commercial,
agricultural, and industrial uses.
• Preserve Corridors. Recognize, preserve, and enhance the
aesthetic value of the city’s enhanced landscape corridors
and scenic corridors.

• Preserve Natural Features. Site plan strategies are to be
utilized to preserve natural landforms, boulders, and rock
outcroppings.
• Site Design. Building and site layouts shall conform to City
standards regarding minimum setbacks, minimum open
space requirements, maximum height requirements, and
other city standards, unless specific variances are granted.
• Varied Setbacks. Long unarticulated building facades shall
be avoided by incorporating varying setbacks; unbroken wall
planes shall not exceed 30 feet.
• Site Entry Location. Project entries are to be located to
minimize conflicts with adjacent residential neighborhoods .
• Parking Location. Parking lots and structures are to be
functionally and visually integrated and connected; off-street
parking lots should not dominate the streetscene.
• Maximize Open Space. Buildings are to be oriented to
maximize common open space with pedestrian connections
throughout. Five acres of open space are to be provided for
every 1,000 residents.

8

Parking spaces and garages should be oriented to the back or side of buildings. Off-street
parking shall not dominate the streetscape.
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Chapter 2: Site Design Standards

2.3 Service Areas and Utilities
Service areas shall be designed to minimize potential negative
visual impacts of public and private facilities and support
structures through sensitive site design and construction.
• Visual Buffers. Incorporate visual buffers, including
landscaping, equipment and storage area screening, and
roof treatments, on properties abutting either Interstate 215
or residentially designated property.
• Trash Bins. Where individual trash bins and pick-up are
proposed, the development shall ensure access and fire
lanes meet minimum requirements and dimensions.
• Trash/recycling. Consult with local waste collector to ensure
containers are large enough to handle the refuse generated
by the site.

Mailboxes shall be complementary to surrounding residential buildings.

• Location Exhibit. A trash bin/can location exhibit will be
required with the development application review to ensure
proper storage and access are being provided. CC&Rs will
also need to address location of bins, timing for residents to
put out and bring in trash cans (if individual pickup is used)
and possible parking restrictions.
• Mailbox Design. Cluster mailbox enclosures shall be
designed to be similar or complementary in form, material,
and color to the surrounding residential buildings.
• Mailbox Installation. Each mailbox installation shall
conform to current United States Postal Service standards.
Illustration to of a well-designed trash enclosure
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3. ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN STANDARDS
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Chapter 3: Architectural Design Standards

Chapter 3 - Architectural Design Standards
3.1 Building Mass / Articulation
3.1.1 Architectural Design Concept
Well designed neighborhoods include readily identifiable
common design elements such as highly articulated facades,
distinct entrances, and shared recreational areas or other
focal points. The scale, colors, materials, design details, and
architectural style of buildings and furnishings of great
neighborhhods reflect the overall theme. The following design
objectives are to be reflected in the architectural concepts:

• Defined Hierarchy of Public and Private Spaces.
Public and private spaces shall be separated by buildings,
enclosures, landscaping, screens, vegetation, paving, grade
separation, fencing, or gates and doors. These features shall
distinguish a progression from the public to the private
realm.

• Distinguishable Architectural Style. Building design
shall be consistent with a defined architectural style and
incorporate design details commonly associated with that
style.
• Contextually Sensitive. Consider the architectural design
of neighboring projects, and the existing character of
the community. The project may adopt a consistent or
contrasting architectural approach.
Multi-family buildings shall incorporate a well-defined architectural style.
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3.1.2 Building Form and Massing
Carefully crafted streetscapes are composed of well articulated
building facades. Avoidance of monotonous streetscapes through
the incorporation of recesses and architectural detailing.
• Articulation. Deep recesses and architectural detailing
is required to avoid long, unbroken building expanses.
Unbroken wall planes greater than 30 feet in length are
prohibited.
• Projections. Projecting architectural features such as
bowed or bay windows, columns, offset roof planes, and
similar features should be used to create both vertical and
horizontal articulation. Offsets and recesses are to measure a
minimum of 12 inches.
• Rear and Side Elevations. Offsets and recesses of at least
12 inches shall be included on the rear facades and sides
that are adjacent to or visible from streets or open spaces.
• Identifiable Entries. The main building entrance shall be
clearly identifiable and distinguished. All entrances shall be
emphasized using lighting, landscaping, and architecture.

Example of well articulated multifamily building massing.

12

Example of a multifamily community with front doors facing a collector street.
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3.2 Roof and Window Forms
3.2.1 Roof Forms

3.2.2 Windows Forms
Window and door type, material, shape, and proportion shall
complement the architectural style of the building.

The California Energy Code (Title 24) requirements are to be
considered in roof design, along with meeting the following
standards:
• Maximize Solar Exposure. New homes are required to
have roofs structurally designed to maximize solar exposure
for the potential installation of solar features.
• Roof Mounted Equipment. Roof lines and roof forms
shall be designed to screen roof mounted mechanical
equipment. All screening shall be constructed consistent
with the materials of the building and not simply “box-in”
the equipment.
• Parapet Roofs. If the interior side of a parapet is visible from
pedestrian view, it shall be finished with the same materials
and a similar level of detail as the front facade.

Example of a parapet roof.
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• Feature Windows. Front and visible edge elevations shall
incorporate one feature window treatment that articulates the
elevation. Feature Window options include (Choose 1 at least):
• A picture window,
• A window of unique shape or size,
• A window with a substantial surround matching or
contrasting the primary color of the home,
• Decorative iron window grilles,
• A recessed window,
• Decorative window shelves or sill treatments,
• A Juliet balcony with style inspired materials.

Examples of a feature window and a uniquely sized and shaped window.
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3.3 Materials and Colors
Building materials and colors shall reflect the architectural style of
the neighborhood, and a cohesive palette shall be developed and
carried throughout the project.
• Avoid Unbroken Wall Planes. Where appropriate to the
architectural style, materials and textures shall vary between
the base and body of a building to break up large wall planes
and add a visual base to the building.
• Wrap Corners. Materials applied to any elevation shall turn
the corner of the building, ending at a logical termination
point related to the roof line or building massing, or a
minimum of two feet.

Example of effective color blocking and corner wrapping treatment.
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Color and material selections shall reinforce the style of the home.
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3.4 Garages and Carports
Garages are to be articulated to the same degree as other portions of the
building, and landscaping shall be incorporated to soften the visual quality
of alley access ways.
• Garage Locations. Minimize garage doors along street fronts. A
maximum of 20% of garages shall be accessed from collector streets.
Other garages shall be accessed from an alley.
• Recessed Garage Doors. Garage doors shall be recessed a minimum
of six inches from the face of the garage.
• Garage Size. All two-car garages shall have a minimum free and clear
interior dimension of 20 feet x 20 feet, while one-car garages shall have
a minimum dimension of 10 feet x 20 feet.
• Detached Structures. Carports, detached garages, and other ancillary
structures shall be designed as an integral part of the development,
and shall be constructed of complimentary material and colors.
• Carport Roofs. Carports should be compatible with the finish colors
and materials of the primary building. Carports should be engineered
to be solar ready.

2-CAR GARAGE - MIN. 20’X20’ *

1-CAR GARAGE - MIN. 10’X20’ *

* All measurements referenced in these garage size diagrams are referring to the interior dimensions.
Add 6-7 inches per wall for exterior dimensions.
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Example of well-articulated carports and garages.
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4. ARCHITECTURAL
STYLES
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Chapter 4 - Architectural Styles
• Spanish Colonial Revival

4.1 Architectural Style Standards

• Craftsman

The City of Menifee General Plan calls for a cohesive and attractive
built environment in harmony with both the natural and built
environments. New residential construction is to reflect the high
level of quality of existing planned communities.
The articulation of cohesive architectural elements plays a key
role in creating a positive community identity. A balance between
authenticity of style and contemporary interpretations of historic
elements is key to achieving an attractive multifamily community.
This chapter identifies six architectural styles which speak to the
heritage of the Southern California region, as well as aspirations
for the future built environment of Menifee. The preferred styles
identified through the community engagement process are as
follows:

• American Traditional
• Contemporary Farmhouse
• Tuscan
• Modern
Alternative styles may be submitted to review by the Community
Development Department. However, since a wide range of styles
has been provided it is expected that most projects will follow
one of the above alternative styles.
It is the policy of Menifee to encourage a diversity of architectural
expression. To that end, individual developments consisting
of more than six separate buildings shall employ at least two
architectural styles, and developments of more than twelve
separate buildings shall employ at least three architectural styles.
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4.2 Spanish Colonial Revival
4.2.1 Style Description
Derived from Spanish/Mediterranean and early Californian influences, this style emerged in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Generally, Spanish Colonial Revival style buildings are asymmetrically designed. The style features low-pitched roofs with little or no
overhang, and serpentine roof tiles. These homes usually featured wood framing with light color stucco siding. The use of the arch
was common, especially above doors, porch entries and main windows.

CLAY TILE ROOF
ARCHED ENTRIES AND
WINDOWS

LOW PITCHED
GABLE ROOF

NO OVERHANGING EAVES

RECTANGULAR,
DOUBLE–HUNG
WINDOWS

DECORATIVE LIGHT
FIXTURES

NICHES

DECORATIVE SPANISH TILE
AROUND PRIMARY ENTRIES

BALCONY WITH
IRON RAILING

DECORATIVE IRON GRILLES

SMALL PORCH

RECESSED ENTRANCES
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4.2.2 Form and Massing
Required Elements
• Asymmetrical facade
• Multiple roof planes
• Balconies or small porches
• Entrances recessed at least 12”
• Arched doorway

4.2.3 Roof Design
Required Elements
• Low pitched roof (4:12 maximum)
• Spanish (S-shaped) or Mission (half
cylinder) roof tiles
Additional Elements (Choose 2)
• Gabled (front facing) or shed roofs
• Small 12” or less decorative exposed rafter
tails or beams
• Extended overhanging eaves (min. 4
inches facing front)
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4.2.4 Window Design
Required Elements
• Arched windows (flat or semi circle)
• Recessed windows with sill and/or headers
surrounds
• Simple divisions of window muntins
Additional Elements (Choose 2)
• Casement windows (50% of total minimum)
• Tall, double–hung windows (50% of total
minimum)
• Decorative wrought iron grill work

4.2.5 Materials & Colors
Required Elements
• White or tan stucco wall with smooth or
lightly textured finish (i.e. hand troweled or
smaller particles)
• Window frames in a contrasting color such
as black, dark brown, forest green, and navy
blue
• Wrought iron light fixtures with curving
brackets

20
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4.2.6 Decorative Accents &
Details
Required Elements
• Wrought iron light fixtures with curving
brackets
Additional Elements: (Choose 5)
• 1. Fabric awnings with metal supports

2

1

3

• 2. Decorative tiles
• 3. Clay tile vents
• 4. Wood brackets
• 5. Wrought iron railing
• 6. Recessed niches
• 7. Stucco finished chimney with round or
rectangular openings



5

• 8. Exterior staircase with tile accent

6
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4.3 Craftsman
4.3.1 Style Description
The Craftsman style emerged in the early 20th century out of the Arts and Crafts movement. In Menifee, this style is deployed
to create a visually rich environment with allusions to regional history. As indicated in the accompanying precedent images and
illustrative diagram, recognizable elements include the artful use of wood and natural materials, low-pitched gabled or hipped
roofs, horizontal orientation and earth-toned colors. Common design elements also include exposed rafters and beams under
eaves, decorative brackets and fasteners, full- or partial-width porches and large columns or piers. Though this style exhibits a
horizontal emphasis, vertical architectural elements are often deployed to accentuate corners and entrances. Period Craftsman
residences often featured exterior cladding of wood shingles or clapboard siding and details such as extended lintels and
decorative lighting with geometric detailing.

LOW PITCHED GABLE
ROOF

OVERHANGING
EAVES WITH EXPOSED
RAFTER TAILS

CONTINUOUS
MOLDING EMPHASIZES
HORIZONTALITY

WOOD SHINGLES
DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOWS
WITH MUNTINS DIVIDING
THE UPPER SASH INTO
FOUR OR SIX SECTIONS

WINDOW BOX
BALCONY
TRELLIS

DECORATIVE LIGHT
FIXTURE

WOOD 4-POST COLUMN
WITH STONE PIER
STONE WAINSCOTING
PARTIAL-WIDTH PORCH
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4.3.2 Form and Massing
Required Elements
• Multiple roof planes
• Porches or balconies
• Articulated facades with frequent massing
breaks
• Porches with battered, square, double post
or 4-post columns of stone or wood

4.3.3 Roof Design
Required Elements
• Low- to moderate-pitched gable or
hipped roofs (maximum 5:12 slope)
• Overhanging eaves (minimum 12 inches
along primary elevation)
• Exposed rafter tails or beams
• Brackets or knee braces at gabled ends
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4.3.4 Window Design
Required Elements
• Double-hung windows with muntins dividing
the upper sash into four or six sections
• Contrasting shingles or clapboard siding
• Wooden trim with color contrasting with
walls

4.3.5 Materials and Colors
Required Elements
• Natural accent materials such as stone or
wood. Appropriate stone types include river
rock or stacked stone
• Rich, neutral or earth-toned colors
Decorative Accents and Details

24
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4.3.6 Decorative Accents and
Details
Required Elements
• Porches with battered, square, double
post or 4-post columns of stone or wood
• Decorative lighting with geometric
detailing

1

2

3

4

Additional Elements (Choose 5)
• 1. Decorative downspouts
• 2. Moldings or extended lintels to
emphasize horizontality
• 3. Decorative joinery
• 4. Trellis
• 5. Window boxes
• 6. Brackets or knee braces at gabled ends
• 7. Craftsman styled address marker

5
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4.4 American Traditional
4.4.1 Style Description
The American Traditional style represents a blending of traditional American styles including Cottage, Cape Cod and Farmhouse. Simple
and classic elements characterize the style including rectangular forms, wide front porches, decorative shutters, dormers, and wood
siding. The style represents a traditional interpretation of the rural farmhouse. Color blocking is usually subtle with white or gray shades
comprising the body of the home with light or dark shutters providing contrast. Classical detailing often includes decorative attic vents and
simple columns.

SIDE GABLED MEDIUM
PITCHED ROOF WITH
ASPHALT SHINGLES
DECORATIVE ROOF VENT

CONTRASTING SHUTTERS

RECTANGULAR DOUBLE
HUNG WINDOWS
FRONT PORCH WITH
SLENDER COLUMNS
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4.4.2 Form and Massing
Required Elements
• Accentuated front entrance
• Farmhouse style massing
• Side-gabled and front-gabled roof
forms

4.4.3 Roof Design
Required Elements
• Medium to High-pitched roof
(minimum 6:12 slope)
• Asphalt shingles or synthetic slate
shingles
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4.4.4 Window Design
Required Elements
• Rectangular windows oriented
vertically
• Windows detailed with arched or flat
lintels and sills
• Double-hung sashes with muntins

4.4.5 Materials and Colors
Required Elements
• Off-white and earth tones, muted
colors
• Brick cladding, wood, engineered
wood, or vinyl siding cladding
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4.4.6 Decorative Accents and
Details
Additional Elements (Choose 3 )
• 1. Porch with slender columns
• 2. Contrasting paneled shutters
• 3. Arched accent windows or roof vents

1

• 4. Decorative attic vents

2

• 5. Dormer windows

3

4

5
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4.5 Contemporary Farmhouse
4.5.1 Style Description
An interpretation of rural residential forms and materials, the Contemporary Farmhouse style reflects the regional agricultural
history as well as commercial structures in Menifee. Playful elements such as shed roofs, bright color blocking, and contemporary
versions of farm structures such as barns and silos are typical. Roofs are medium to high-pitched, and simple detailing may include
porches and wall-mounted gooseneck lights.

STEEPLY PITCHED ROOF
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL WOOD
BOARD AND BATTEN SIDING

ACCENTUATED
VERTICAL ELEMENTS

MULTIPLE ROOF PLANES
DORMER WINDOWS

CASEMENT WINDOWS WITH
MUNTINS
FIXED, OPEN AWNING
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4.5.2 Form and Massing
Required Elements
• Vertical emphasis on facade
• Farm and ranch forms inspired by barns,
silos, sheds, tank houses and granary
towers
• Multiple gable and shed roof planes
• Covered porches and awnings between
lower and upper floors
• Utilize board and batten siding,
corrugated panels to give texture and
variation to exterior walls

4.5.3 Roof Design
Required Elements
• Medium to high-pitched (6:12 slope)
• Front and/or side facing gables
• Variation in heights and/or planes
• Asphalt shingle, metal roofs or synthetic
slate shingles
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4.5.4 Window Design
Required Elements
• Minimal molding around window and
door openings
• Double hung or casement windows
with muntins

4.5.5 Materials and Colors
Required Elements
• Siding materials include wood,
engineered wood, vinyl, steel, fiber
cement
• Unadorned materials: metal, wood,
masonry
• Unified color scheme of either neutral
/ muted or bright / playful colors
• Contrasting accent colors for doors,
windows or features
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4.5.6 Decorative Accents and
Details
Additional Elements (Choose 5)
• 1. Front porch with simple columns

1

• 2. Barn-style gooseneck lighting

2

• 3. Open metal awnings
• 4. Playful, bright color blocking
• 5. Black or white contrasting window
sashes
• 6. Shed dormer windows

4

3

• 7. Simple gable brackets
• 8. Simple decorative roof vents

5

7
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4.6 Tuscan
4.6.1 Style Description
Tuscan architecture style combines modern and classic elements that make up in the Spanish Revival style and Italian elements.
This style hearkens to the Mediterranean variants found throughout California, with rustic elements. Recognizable elements include
the use of stone and stucco, light earth tones, and red tiled roofs. Classical elements such as columns and arches and decorative iron
work add visual complexity. Squared towers and projections reflect classic Italianate influences. Porches and porticoes are common,
as are vertically-oriented recessed windows.
FLAT OR SERPENTINE
ROOF TILES
WINDOW WITH FLAT LINTEL
AND DIVIDED LITES

OVERHANGING EAVES

EXPOSED RAFTER TAILS

VERTICALLY-ORIENTED
RECESSED WINDOWS
SQUARE PROJECTIONS
STONE AND SMOOTH
STUCCO WITH LIGHT
EARTH TONES

STONE
VARIATION OF ROOF
PLANES

ARCHED OPENINGS

DECORATIVE METAL
LIGHT FIXTURE
RECESSED ENTRY
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4.6.2 Form and Massing
Required Elements
• Asymmetrical arrangement of windows
and design elements along primary
elevation
• Porches, porticoes
• Recessed entries

4.6.3 Roof Design
Required Elements
• Flat or low to moderate-pitched roof
(maximum 6:12 slope)
• Flat or serpentine tiles
• Variation of roof planes
• Overhanging eaves (minimum 12 inches
along primary elevation)
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4.6.4 Window Design
Required Elements
• Vertically oriented rectangular
or arched windows arranged in
asymmetrical patterns
• Casement or double-hung sash with
flat or arched lintels
• Windows recessed 3 to 12 inches from
outer wall
• Divided lite windows

4.6.5 Materials and Colors
Required Elements
• Incorporate rough-hewn stone as
accent feature
• Flat stucco walls in light earth tones
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4.6.6 Decorative Accents and
Details
Additional Elements (Choose 5)
• 1. Juliet balcony

2

1

• 2. Decorative wood shutters
• 3. Tower element
• 4. Wood trellis structure
• 5. Stucco or stone chimneys
• 6. Arcade or porch at entry
• 7. Decorative ironwork (window grilles,
railings, light fixtures, decorative
planters)
• 8. Arched entryway

6
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4.7 Modern
4.7.1 Style Description
Modern is a contemporary style derived from utilitarian precedents, utilizing block forms, contrasting colors, and eclectic combinations
of materials in modern compositions. This style projects a minimalist, clean aesthetic. Simple rectangular shapes and forms are combined
within horizontal and vertical planes to create dynamic lines. Flat roofs reinforce the rectangular shapes and provide an opportunity for
outdoor deck areas. Accents are simple and modest, usually taking the form of trellis elements.

FLAT ROOFS
LARGE WINDOWS AND
OPENINGS
GEOMETERIC,
RECTANGULAR SHAPES

EMPHASIS ON HORIZONTAL
AND / OR VERTICAL LINES
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CLEAN AESTHETIC
WITH MINIMAL
ORNAMENTATION
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4.7.2 Form and Massing
Required Elements
• Asymmetrical composition
• Emphasis of rectangular forms
• Horizontal massing
• Lack of ornament or mouldings
• Geometric shapes

4.7.3 Roof Design
Required Element
• Flat or low-pitched roofs (4:12 slope max)
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4.7.4 Window Design
Required Elements
• Large windows set in horizontal or vertical
bands
• Narrow window frame

4.7.5 Materials & Colors
Required Elements
• Traditional materials such as stucco, wood,
brick and stone reflect a contemporary
aesthetic
• Color blocking to emphasize geometric
forms and break down massing elements
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4.7.6 Decorative Accents and
Details
Additional Elements (Choose 3 )
• 1. Metal balcony railings
• 2. Eclectic mix of materials including steel,
concrete block, brick, iron, and / or glass
• 3. Broad roof overhangs

2

1

• 4. Useable outdoor roof decks
• 5. Trellis shade structures
• 6. Playful use of color to provide
contrasting elements

4

3

5
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5. LANDSCAPE
STANDARDS

42
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Chapter 5 - Landscape Standards
5.1 Landscape Design
5.1.1 General Objectives
Landscaping that conveys a positive image of the community
or neighborhood is key to creation of an aesthetically pleasing
neighborhood. The following reflects the City of Menifee’s
objectives for attractive landscape design:
• Buffers Between Dissimilar Uses. Require open space
and recreation buffers, increased setbacks/step backs,
landscape screening, sensitive site planning, and/or other
buffer techniques, to the extent possible, between rural/
equestrian-oriented land uses and dissimilar uses.
• Quality Design. Design Projects, developments, and public
spaces that visually enhance the character of the community
and are appropriately buffered from dissimilar land uses so
that differences in type and intensity do not conflict.
• Create Visual Interest. Encourage the use of creative
landscape design to create visual interest and reduce
conflicts between different land uses.
Example of an accessible trail with seating.
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• Accessible Trails. Develop recreational trails for hiking,
biking, and equestrian use throughout the city, making
them, to the extent feasible, accessible to people of different
neighborhoods, ages, and abilities.
• Landscape Softening. Landscaping shall be incorporated
around the base of buildings to soften the edge between
parking, drive aisles and sidewalks.
• Appropriate Transitions. Preserve, protect, and enhance
established rural, estate, and residential neighborhoods by
providing sensitive and well-designed transitions (building
design, landscape, etc.) between these neighborhoods and
adjoining areas.

Softening of buildings with landscape is important for streetscape enhancement.
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Examples of effective landscape treatments near multifamily residences.
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Examples of passive recreational open space areas.
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5.2 Walls and Fencing
Walls and fencing play an important role in the establishment
of the overall level of quality of a community. The following
standards apply to wall and fencing requirements:
• Perimeter Walls. Community perimeter or theme walls
shall be solid decorative block walls located where view
opportunities are not available. Walls shall be architecturally
treated on both sides and shall incorporate landscaping
whenever possible.
• Wall Materials. Plain concrete block walls (i.e. precision block)
are not permitted. Brick, slump stone, tile, textured concrete,
stucco on masonry or steel framing or other material walls
which require little or no maintenance are required. Chain
link fencing with inserts shall not be used.
• Wall Caps. Wall caps are to be inclorporated as a horizontal
design element at the top of walls and should not exceed 4
inches vertical.
• Fencing. Wrought iron or tubular steel fencing, or other
transparent type of fencing shall be included within projects
where view opportunities and/or terrain warrant its use.
• Integration of Appropriate Style. Design walls and fences
that are well integrated in style with adjacent structures and
terrain and utilize landscaping and vegetation materials to
soften their appearance.

Example of attractive community walls with landscape softening.
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Examples of attractive walls and fencing within the City of Menifee.
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5.3 Lighting
Lighting is an important consideration for multifamily homes to
encourage nighttime activity and ensure safety. However, excess
light can have negative environmental impacts. The following
standards apply to lighting requirements:
• Entrance Lighting. Building entrances and street numbers
shall be well-lit and illuminated to be visible from the street.
• Walkway Lighting. Walkways and paseos and parking
lots and access shall be illuminated with a minimum of 1
footcandle to ensure safe nighttime conditions.
• Security Lighting. Building mounted security lighting
fixtures shall not project above the fascia or roof of the
building.
• Dark Sky/Light Pollution Ordinance. Light sources for wall
washing and tree lighting should be hidden and shall meet
the standards required by Menifee Municipal Code 6.01:
Dark Sky Light Pollution.
• Energy Efficiency. Incorporate timers and sensors to avoid
unnecessary lighting and avoid unnecessary energy use.
• Architectural Compatibility. Lighting Fixtures should
complement and be compatible with the building’s design
and architectural style.
• Appropriately Sized. Fixtures shall be in scale with the
building facade.

Examples of outdoor lighting.
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Examples of appropriate site amenities including enhanced entrance design, planters, water features and a bicycle racks.
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6. ADMINISTRATION
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Chapter 6 - Administration
6.1 Administration of Standards
This chapter provides methodology for the implementation of
the Objective Design Standards, including administration, project
approval, and appeals. The responsibilities of the City of Menifee
Community Development Staff shall include administering,
interpreting, and enforcing all requirements and standards of this
document.

6.1.1 Interpretation and Severability
Unless otherwise provided herein, any ambiguity concerning the
content or application of the Objective Design Standards shall
be resolved by the City of Menifee Community Development
Director (Director) or his / her designee in a manner consistent
with the goals, policies, purpose, and intent established in this
document. If any portion of these standards is declared to be
invalid or ineffective in whole or in part, such decision shall
not affect the validity of the remaining parts of the remaining
portions thereof. Should there occur any interpretive conflict
between this document and the City of Menifee Municipal Code,
the Municipal Code shall take precedence.

6.1.2 Other Reference Documents
The standards and development parameters unique to
multifamily development are provided within this document and
as such is the first source of direction regarding proposals, but it
is not the only source. This section outlines the other documents
pertaining to multifamily housing design, including the 2035 City
of Menifee General Plan, Menifee Development Code, and other
related City documents.
The City of Menifee Community Development Department will
actively seek to clarify and maintain internal consistency between
this document and other existing documents, including the
following:
City of Menifee General Plan
A General Plan is a statement of the community’s land use values
and is the underlying basis for its vision and direction. The City of
Menifee General Plan serves as a long-term policy guide for the
physical, economic, and environmental growth.
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City of Menifee Development Code

6.2 Steps for Approval

The City of Menifee Municipal Code (Title 9, Articles 3 and 4)
establishes districts throughout the City with permitted land uses
and development standards. These development standards create
the framework for the physical form of the community (building
setbacks, heights, etc.). Where the Objective Design Standards are
silent, the Development Code will apply as appropriate.

Procedures for the review and approval of the SB35 Multi-Family
Ministerial Review Permit, refer to the Menifee Development Code
Chapter 9.87 - SB35 Multi-Family Ministerial Review.

City of Menifee Road Improvement Specifications and
Standards

It is the intent of the City of Menifee to require compliance with
these objective design standards. However, the City will not
impose or enforce any subjective standard that is clearly not an
objective standard.

These standards were adopted by the City of Menifee in 2019,
and include standard design details for streets, roads, medians,
curbs and driveways including geometrics. Other standards within
the document are trails and bikeways, trash enclosures, lighting,
irrigation, and planting details.

6.3 Definitions

City of Menifee Multifamily Design Guidelines

Arched. A curved or pointed structural element that is supported
at its sides

The Menifee Multifamily Design Guidelines contain both
standards and flexible options intended as a reference point for
a common understanding of the minimum qualitative design
expectations. In this way the Design Guidelines differ from the
Objective Design Standards, as they are not a checklist of required
elements, and offer non-objective suggestions for high quality
design.

Arcade. A roofed passageway or lane. A series of arches
supported by columns, piers, or pillars, either freestanding or
attached to a wall to form a gallery.

Articulation. The distinct details, features, textures, or forms in
relation to the whole facade.
Asymmetry. Irregular correspondence of form and configuration
on opposite sides of a dividing line or plane or about a center or
an axis; having unbalanced proportions.
Attached. Joined to or by a wall, especially by sharing a wall with
another building; not freestanding.
Awning. A roof-like structure, often made of canvas, wood, or
metal that serves as a shelter, as over a storefront, window, door,
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or deck.
Balcony. A platform that projects from the wall of a building and
is surrounded by a railing, balustrade or parapet.
Board and Batten. A form of sheathing for wood frame buildings
consisting of wide boards, usually placed vertically, whose joints
are covered by narrow strips of wood over joints or cracks.
Brackets. A projection from a vertical surface providing structural
or visual support under cornices, balconies, windows, or any other
overhanging member.

Arcade

Gallery

Porch

Terrace

Buffer. A term often applied to landscaped areas separating
incompatible land uses. Can also mean an area of a “transitional”
land use that lies between two incompatible land uses.
Canopy. A protective roof-like covering, often of canvas, mounted
on a frame over a walkway or door or niche; often referred to as an
awning.

FRONTAGE TYPES

Casement Window. A window with side hinges that swings
outward from either the right or left.
Coping (Cap). A flat cover of stone or brick that protects the top of
a wall.
Court. 1) An extent of open ground partially or completely enclosed
by walls or buildings; a courtyard. 2) A short street, especially a wide
alley walled by buildings on three sides. 3) A large open section of
a building.
Curb Cut. The elimination of a street curb to enable increased
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access to crosswalks/sidewalks, entry driveways or parking lots.
Decorative Joinery. Embellishments or ornamental features used
for decoration at the juncture of structural elements.
Detached. Standing apart from others; separate or disconnected.
Detail. An element of a building such as trim, moldings, other
ornamentation or decorative features.

WINDOW BOXES

Dormer. A structure projecting from a sloping roof usually
housing a vertical window that is placed in a small gable, or
containing a ventilating louver.
Double-hung Windows. A window unit that has two operable
sashes which move vertically in the frame.
SHINGLES

Downspout. A vertical pipe used to conduct water from a roof
drain or gutter to the ground or cistern.
Eave. The projecting lower edge of a roof.
Eclectic. Selecting or employing individual elements from a
variety of sources, systems, or styles.
Elevation. An orthographic view of the vertical features of a
building (front, rear, side, interior elevation).
Facade. The entire exterior side of a building; especially the
architectural front, sometimes distinguished from the other sides
by elaboration of architectural or ornamental details.

NICHE

Fascia.A plain horizontal band; a fascia board will cover the joint
between the wall and the projecting eaves.
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Fanlight. A semicircular window, usually over a door with
radiating bars suggesting an open fan.
Gable Roof. A ridge roof that slopes up from only two walls. A
gable is the vertical triangular portion of the end of a building
from the eaves to the ridge of the roof.

COPING (CAP)

Hipped (Hip Roof). A roof that is sloped on all four sides.
Knee Brace. A diagonal corner member for bracing the angle
between two jointed members; being joined to each other
partway along its path serves to stiffen and strengthen the joint.
Maintenance. The work of keeping something in proper
condition; upkeep.
Massing. The general shape, form, and size of a building.
Monument Sign. A ground sign with low overall height.
Monument sign have the appearance of a solid base of landscape
construction materials such as brick, stucco, stonework, textured
wood, tile or textured concrete materials that is compatible with
the building materials on the subject property.

DECORATIVE JOINERY

Mullion. The vertical member separating adjacent windowpanes.
Multi-family. A multifamily home is any residential property
that contains more than one housing unit, such as a duplex, a
townhome or an apartment complex.

DORMER

Muntin. Wood or metal strips separating panels in a window.
Niche(s). A decorative recess set into a wall for the purpose of
displaying a statue, vase, font, or other object.
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Overhanging Eaves. The projecting overhang at the lower edge
of a roof that sheds rainwater.
Parapet. A retaining wall at the edge of a roof, porch, or terrace.
Pier. A vertical, non-circular masonry support, more massive than
a column.
EAVE

Pilaster. A rectangular column with a capital and base, set into a
wall as an ornamental motif.
Pitch. To set at a specified downward slant, i.e. pitch the roof at a
steep angle.
Porch. A covered platform, usually having a separate roof, at
an entrance to a building. An open or enclosed gallery or room
attached to the outside of a building; a veranda.
Portico. A structure consisting of a roof supported by columns or
enclosed by walls, usually attached to a building as a porch.

GABLE ROOF

HIP ROOF

Proportion. The relationship of size, quantity, or degree between
two or more things or parts of something.
Rafter Tails. The portion of the rafter that hangs over the wall.
Rooflines. Lines where changes in roof occur, such as ridge, hip,
valley, etc., often at different angles.
Scale. The proportion of one object to another. “Pedestrian” or
“human” scale incorporates building and landscape elements
that are modest in size. “Monumental” scale incorporates large or
grand building elements.
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Setback. 1) The recessing of the upper part of the facade due to
the smaller area of the upper floors; 2) The distance a building is
located from the property line, curb of the street, or the edge of
the sidewalk.
Shed Roof. A roof shape having only one sloping plane.
Shingles. Thin pieces of wood used in overlapping rows to cover
roofs and exterior walls of houses; can be cut in decorative shapes.
Shutter. A movable cover for a window used for protection from
weather and intruders.
Siding. The exterior wall covering of a structure.
Sill. The horizontal exterior member at the bottom of a window
or door opening, usually sloped away from the bottom of the
window or door for drainage of water and overhanging the wall
below.

MULLION AND MUNTIN

Streetscape. The overall appearance of a street or grouping
of streets in an area and/or the relationship of buildings to the
surrounding sidewalk and streets.
Stucco. A durable finish for exterior walls, usually composed of
cement, sand, and lime and applied while wet. A fine plaster for
interior wall ornamentation, such as moldings.

PORTICO

Symmetry. Exact correspondence of form and configuration on
opposite sides of a dividing line or plane or about a center or an
axis; having balanced proportions.
Townhome. An urban building without side yards, containing
one residence on one or more floors.
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Trellis. A system of horizontal joists supported on posts, often
designed to support growing plants or provide shade.
Trim. Any visible woodwork or moldings that cover or protect
joints, edges, or ends of another material. Examples: baseboards,
cornices, door trim, and window trim.
Window Boxes. A long, narrow box in which flowers and other
plants are grown, placed on an outside windowsill.
Window Sash. The moveable part of a window made up of the
vertical and horizontal frame that holds the glass.
DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOWS

CASEMENT WINDOW

FASCIA
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Appendix A - Adopting Resolutions
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